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Gainful Employment: What’s New?
What’s Missing? And to Whom Does That
Matter?

By Goldie Blumenstyk
Washington

The U.S. Department of Education unveiled its proposed new

"gainful employment" regulation—all 841 pages of it—on Friday.

In a nutshell, it sets out two kinds of tests—one based on loan-

default rates of borrowers in for-profit and vocational programs,

the other based on how much debt the programs’ graduates incur

relative to their eventual income—to determine whether programs

pass or fail.

Programs that failed either test would lose their eligibility for

federal student aid, although when that ineligibility would kick in

is pretty complicated.

To add to the confusion, the department first issued a "final"

regulation in 2011, based on several proposed drafts. Then, when

that "final" regulation was thrown out by a federal court, in the

summer of 2012, it began the process anew. In August 2013 it

offered a series of proposals that were subject to negotiations

through December. The version unveiled on Friday is still subject

to 60 days of public comment and won’t be finalized until after

that.

Following is a rundown of some of the changes in the major

provisions—and several omissions—that have drawn the most

interest.

Debt relief for student borrowers who enrolled in programs that

failed to lead to gainful employment. The department at one

point proposed providing some monetary relief to students who

had borrowed to attend a program that was later found to have
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flunked the gainful-employment test, with the relief to be financed

in some way by the colleges. Some consumer advocates said the

provision should also have provided reimbursement to taxpayers

for the grant funds those students received.

The proposal unveiled last week dropped any such relief. Student

and consumer groups called that omission one of their biggest

disappointments, with the Young Invincibles organization saying

the department would "continue to use real-life students like

crash-test dummies to determine whether thousands of gainful-

employment programs are safe for human use."

Exemptions for programs subject to the debt-to-earnings tests.

When it came out with the first draft of this latest rule, the

department said all programs enrolling 10 or more recipients of

federal student aid who graduated would be included in the debt-

to-earnings tests. The latest version exempts programs with 30 or

fewer of those recipients. In the words of one stock analyst who

covers the for-profit-college industry, that change makes the rule

"far less threatening" to the colleges because fewer of their

programs would be subject to the test.

Advocates for students said the exemption would allow too many

programs to escape scrutiny. They also objected to a change that

would make it easier for colleges to exclude graduates from the

debt-to-earnings tests by, for example, re-enrolling them for as

little as one day. The programs would still be subject to the other

test, based on loan-default rates.

The loan-default test for programs. The department added this

test to the gainful-employment rule to replace a metric in the 2011

rule that would have measured how many students were repaying

their loans (It was the criteria for that repayment-rate metric that

the federal judge faulted when he threw out that rule.) Modeled

after the general loan-default rate that the department calculates

for all colleges and universities, this one would apply to each of

the 8,000 or so programs covered by the gainful-employment rule

with more than 30 borrowers. Programs where more than 30

percent of all borrowers defaulted for three consecutive years

would be ineligible for federal student aid.
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During the recent months of negotiation over the rule, the

department also proposed an immediate cutoff for programs with

rates in excess of 40 percent in a single year, just as it does for

institutionwide default rates. It dropped that proposal in the

version unveiled on Friday, to the distress of some student

advocates who said programs with such high rates of default

should not be eligible for federal student aid.

Limits on enrollments for programs at risk of failing. Until this

latest draft, the department had proposed requiring both that

colleges post warnings about their programs at risk of failing

gainful-employment tests and that they be subject to actual limits

on enrollments in those programs. In the latest version, it

dropped the enrollment limits, another change that concerned

consumer advocates.

An automatic pass for programs where few students borrow. This

measure was sought by community colleges, where, according to

the Association of Community College Trustees, only about 9

percent of students in certificate programs borrow. Most

certificate programs would be covered by the gainful-employment

rule. The department did make it easier for the colleges to gain an

exemption from the debt-to-income tests, but the latest measure

still would subject the programs to the default-rate test.

Because so few of their students borrow over all, community

colleges said that’s particularly problematic. A program with a

hundred students and just 10 who borrowed could be at risk, they

noted, if just three of those hundred defaulted for three years,

leaving the rest of the students ineligible for Pell Grants.
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The section of the article labeled "Exemptions for programs subject to the debt-to-

earnings tests" indicates that programs with fewer than 30 students will still be

subject to the default rate standard, while the section labeled "The loan-default test

for programs" states the default rate standard will "...apply to each of the 8,000 or

so programs covered by the gainful-employment rule 

with more than 30 borrowers." Which section is correct regarding the default rate

standard for programs with fewer than 30 students?
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